Person-centered care is central to the practice of nurse coaching. Rather than concentrating solely on the management of disease, the main focus is on the individual person and identifying opportunities for growth, overall health and wholeness. Nurse coaching is all about people and their “innate power and capacity for the achievement of well-being” (Hess et al., 2013, p.6)—what are their goals, how do they want to accomplish them, and how do they evaluate their progress and success. The patients are in the driver’s seat and draw on their wisdom and resources with the support of the coach. It is no wonder that nurse coaching is burgeoning because most nurses want patients to be at the center of the health and well-being process.

It is also easy to see how person-centered care and the nurse coaching culture align with self-determination and autonomy. Coaching values a safe and supportive environment for learning and growth by maintaining a stance of curiosity and venturing into the unknown of a client’s inner world (Bark, 2011). Coaching also wants the patient to make choices, and it assists clients in moving toward their goals. However, with the current merging of coaching into lifestyle and behavior change, there is some debate surrounding the appropriateness of client-determined goals, client-centered care, predetermined goals from the healthcare provider, and the mutual agreement of goals between healthcare provider and client. Turning to the literature on self-determination and autonomy can serve to enlighten and offer evidence-based reasoning to the discussion and forward movement of person-centered care.

Current research has related autonomous motivation and autonomy-supportive care (often discussed as “patient-centered” care) to improved patient outcomes in the management of diabetes (Williams, Freedman, & Deci, 1998; Senecal, Nouwen, & White, 2000; Williams, McGregor, Zeldman, & Deci, 2004; Williams, et al. 2009). Studies
There is a movement in health care in general toward proactive measures where focus shifts from treating the patient when sick (reactive) to partnering with the patient to prevent illness and create health and well-being.

Of applied Self-Determination Theory have reported overall improved health in patients, reduced health care visits, and improved maintenance of healthy lifestyle change (Williams, Frankel, Campbell, & Deci, 2000; Ryan, Patrick, Deci, & Williams, 2008). The importance of supporting patient autonomy has also been connected to helping people abstain from tobacco (Ryan et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2006; Williams, Niemiec, Patrick, Ryan, & Deci, 2009).

Self-Determination Theory
Self-Determination Theory can be applied in many areas such as education, the workplace and health care (Deci et al., n.d.). The theory addresses the motivation behind one's actions as an “interplay” between external factors and internal needs, passions, and driving forces (Deci et al., n.d.). At the September 2013 Coaching in Leadership and Healthcare conference in Boston, Richard Ryan PhD discussed Self-Determination Theory as a framework to understand why people make certain choices, and what maintains those choices. More specifically, the circumstances surrounding the experience of autonomy (along with competence and relatedness) within this framework are thought to enhance “performance, persistence and creativity” (Ryan, 2013).

There is a movement in health care in general toward proactive measures where focus shifts from treating the patient when sick (reactive) to partnering with the patient to prevent illness and create health and well-being. In order for an effective and supportive partnership to emerge between healthcare provider (nurse, doctor, therapist, acupuncturist, etc.) and patient, there is a great deal of discussion and research surrounding the topic of self-determination and autonomy.

Patient Autonomy
Although discussing autonomy in health care may appear simple (where the cognitively able patient has the right to make his or her own healthcare decisions), autonomy is not about “individualism or self-interest” (Ryan, 2013). Supporting autonomy also does not intend for the patient or client to be abandoned without healthcare information provided. Williams et al. (1998) examined glucose control in diabetics and noted that “supporting a patient’s autonomy does not mean being detached or withholding advice but instead means actively engaging the patients, understanding their perspectives and feelings, and providing treatment options” (p.1650). With what Dr. Ryan (2013) noted during his keynote presentation at the recent coaching conference in Boston, the autonomy-supportive environment in a healthcare setting would then be one of:

- listening,
- providing choices,
- providing clear reasoning for change,
- reflecting on the meaning of goals,
- remaining non-judgmental, and
- avoiding any controlling communications.

Delivering Person-Centered Care for both Patient and Provider
The discussion of self-determination and autonomy is also important for holistic nursing and the holistic healthcare culture. Holistic nursing pioneers self-care and values a healthy environment for both practitioner and patient. The high standards for this, and adopting the need for healthy, happy, and balanced nurses, are supported from the dialogue with self-determination and autonomy.
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Self-Determination Theory

The Self-Determination Theory was initially developed by Edward L. Deci and Richard M. Ryan at the University of Rochester, and has been elaborated and refined by scholars from around the world. In simple terms, it is a framework developed to study what motivates someone and what maintains that motivation. The theory addresses motivational influences as multiple, intertwined factors that may be internal, external and/or environmental surrounding “an individual’s experience of autonomy, competence and relatedness” (Deci et al., n.d.).

www.selfdeterminationtheory.org
For instance, holistic nurses can use the principles of Self-Determination Theory to help patients establish self-regulation and to sustain life-long behavior changes (Johnson, 2007). Clinical students are found to have increased psychosocial beliefs (an increase in awareness of their own feelings and the impact of those feelings) when instructors are more autonomy-supportive (Williams & Deci, 1996). It is also fascinating to note there has been research to suggest a “restorative vitalizing potential” for one’s energy when actions are self-determined (Nix, Ryan, Manly, & Deci, 1999), as well as overall improved quality of life (Lachapelle et al., 2005). There may also be improved motivation and more contented workers in organizations adopting a model derived from Self-Determination Theory unique to the individuals and their culture (Deci et al., 2001; Moreau & Mageau, 2012; Dwyer, Schwartz, & Fox, 1992).

In summary, the Self-Determination Theory as it coincides with the discussion of autonomy is not only aligned with the nurse coaching culture, but offers evidentiary support to the benefits of delivering person-centered, holistic health care for both patients and their healthcare providers.
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